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Modular is a work for any number of performers on any instruments. The score consists of ten pages of graphic notaton and six 
pages of verbal notaton. 

Both graphic and verbal pages are open to the performers’ creatve interpretaton. Graphic elements may be interpreted as 
indicatng relatve pitches andoor duratons, density of sound, tmbre, dynamics, and so forth, with specifc values for musical 
parameters to be decided by the performer. Verbal pages provide general advice or instructon to the performer. The vertcal or 
horizontal orientaton of the graphic pages is lef up to the performer.

The number of pages to be played by each performer is to be determined before the performance, but each performer should have 
the same number of pages as every other performer. The sequence of pages may be determined collectvely by the ensemble 
beforehand or may be lef up to the individual performer. Verbal and graphic pages may be combined in any manner decided upon; 
a performance consistng of only verbal or only graphic pages is of course possible. Once the pages have been selected and their 
sequence determined each player should play his or her sequence of pages in order all the way through, or untl a preeselected tme 
limit has been reached. The duraton of each individual page is up to the performer.

The duraton of the performance may be specifed in advance of the performance or may be lef open. In the later case the 
performance ends by mutual agreement of the performers, any of whom may or may not have played their full sequence of pages. If
a performer has played the entre sequence of pages before the performance is over, he or she remains silent untl the performance 
ends.


